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PSA screening for prostate cancer: why so much
controversy?

Fernand Labrie

Since prostate cancer reaches the advanced and non curable stage in the absence of any specific symptom or sign, it seems reasonable

to diagnose this cancer at an early and curable stage. Screening by prostate-specific antigen (PSA) has been the common technology

used. The last follow-up of the first two prospective and randomized screening studies for prostate cancer, namely the Quebec and

ERSPC (European Randomized Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer) clinical trials started in 1988 and 1991, respectively, have

shown reductions of prostate cancer death of 62% (P,0.002) and 21% (P,0.001) (38% in the tenth and eleventh years of follow-up,

P,0.003), respectively, while the PLCO (Prostate Lung Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer) screening trial reported no benefit. It has been

estimated, however, that 85% of men in the planned ‘non-screened’ group of the US study have been screened. With such a serious

flaw, the PLCO study does not have the statistical power to reach any valid conclusion. In the Quebec study, only 7.3% of men were

screened in the control arm. The important benefit observed in the ERSPC study was achieved using a less than optimal 4-year PSA

screening interval which misses a significant number of cancers while the Quebec study used the optimal 1-year interval. With proper

information obtained from their physicians or otherwise using data collected only from the clinical trials having the required statistical

power, men should be in a good position to decide about being or not being screened for prostate cancer.
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INTRODUCTION

Since prostate cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer and

remains the second cause of cancer death in men with 238 590 new

cases and 29 720 deaths estimated for 2012 in the United States alone,1

it seems appropriate to have a close look at the data which recently led

to the surprising recommendation against prostate cancer screening in

all men by the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF).2 For most

men as well as for physicians closely involved in the extremely difficult

field of cancer, this recommendation could be interpreted as saying,

somewhat desperately, ‘why bother with localized disease and early

treatment, let us wait and deal with the cancer when it has reached the

advanced stage’. The subject is too important and so much clinical

research has been devoted to the subject of prostate cancer that it

seems reasonable to have a second look at the available data in order

to examine the possibility that a more positive conclusion could be

reached.

Since prostate cancer does not show symptoms or signs before the

advanced metastatic stage, only diagnosis before the appearance of

symptoms can permit to detect the cancer at a potentially curable

(localized) stage and thus truly save lives.3,4 The recommendation of

the USPSTF is all the more surprising that it is well recognized that in

the absence of screening, a large proportion or the majority of men will

be diagnosed at the advanced metastatic stage when the possibility of

cure no longer exists and when the best treatments can, at best, offer a

few months of prolongation of a difficult and painful life.4,5

After discovering combined androgen blockade in the 1980s,5 the

first treatment shown to prolong life in prostate cancer in prospective

and randomized trials using combination with non steroidal anti-

androgens,6–9 we realized that only a few months of life could be added

in patients with metastatic disease using the best available treatment

which we had just developed. We then decided to start in 1988 the first

randomized and prospective trial of screening for prostate cancer with

the hope of being able to diagnose the disease at the localized, asymp-

tomatic and only potentially curable stage.10,11

Results of prospective and randomized screening studies

An update at 11 years of follow-up of the ERSPC which started in 1991

with last enrolment in 2003 (162 388 men aged 55–69 years of age)

shows a 21% reduction (95% confidence interval (CI): 0.68–0.91) in

the rate of prostate cancer deaths with 299 deaths from prostate cancer

in the screened group and 462 in the control group12 (Table 1). During

years 10 and 11 of follow-up, the relative risk reduction was 38% (95%

CI: 0.45–0.85, P50.003), an observation expected from the long time

survival of men diagnosed with early prostate cancer.3,13 In the Quebec

study, a 62% decrease in prostate cancer deaths (10 deaths in the

screened group and 74 in the control group (P,0.002, 95% CI:

0.20–0.73) at a median of 7.93 years of follow-up was observed.14 In

the Quebec randomized trial, 46 486 men were randomly allocated to

the group invited for annual screening (31 133 men) or to the control

group (15 353 men) not invited for screening. Men in the control
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group were followed by current medical practice. Annual screening

with prostate-specific antigen (PSA) was performed in 7348 men who

accepted the invitation for annual screening up to 11 years.

It is important to mention that the majority of deaths which

occurred in the screen-detected cancers in both the ERSPC and

Quebec studies were cancers detected at first screening, namely,

74%12 and 73%,14 respectively (Table 1). It seems reasonable to

believe that if these men had been previously screened in the course

of an appropriate screening schedule, most of them would have been

diagnosed at a localized stage. Accordingly, the death rate in the

screened group would have been much lower, thus increasing

the difference between the screened and unscreened groups in both

the ERSPC and Quebec studies.

In the presence of such positive results, the real source of contro-

versy about PSA screening has to come from the PLCO screening

program. Contrary to the data of the ERSPC and Quebec studies, even

the most recent update of the US PLCO study (76 685 men aged 55–74

years) followed up to 13 years reports no difference in the deaths from

prostate cancer in the planned ‘screened’ versus ‘control (usual care)’

arms with 158 prostate cancer deaths in the intervention arm and 145

deaths in the ‘control’ arm15,16 (Table 1).

The 2008 USPSTF recommendation against screening for men aged

75 years and older has been followed by a 25% decrease in the diag-

nosis of early stage (potentially curable) prostate cancer in this age

group.17 There is no reason to believe that the more recent USPSTF

recommendation against PSA screening extended to all healthy men

will not have the same consequence, namely a decreased rate of early

prostate cancer diagnosis in men of all ages. In this context, it has been

estimated, using the number of metastatic prostate cancers diagnosed

in 2008 in the Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results 9 registries

compared to the pre-PSA era (1983–1985), that the number of

patients diagnosed with advanced and non-curable prostate cancer

in the total US population would triple from 8000 actually observed

in 2008 to approximately 25 000 in the absence of screening.18

In the presence of negative results from the PLCO study, it is essen-

tial to identify the major differences which must exist between the

above-mentioned studies. Such an understanding could hopefully

avoid the position of not recommending PSA screening for a cancer

that usually progresses without symptoms up to the advanced stage

with no possibility of cure.

A fundamental requirement for a valid screening study is the

absence or only minimal and well-documented contamination by

screening in the control ‘unscreened’ arm. The most obvious problem

identified by many in the PLCO trial is the extremely high contami-

nation by screening of the so-called ‘control or usual care’ group.

Unfortunately, it has been estimated that the PLCO trial had up to

85% of men screened in their ‘control’ arm,19 while a 24% contami-

nation was observed in the Rotterdam cohort of the ERSPC20 and only

7.3% was present in the Quebec study.14 An interesting observation in

the PLCO study, however, is that considering men with no or minimal

comorbidity21 which represented 64% of the total population, the risk

of death from prostate cancer was decreased by 44% (P50.03)21 and

27% (P50.03).15 Does this mean that men with significant comorbi-

dity did not follow screening and treatment to the same extent as the

men in relative good general health?

For more details, in the PLCO trial, the rate of PSA screening in

the control (so-called ‘unscreened’ group) increased from 40% in

the first year to 52% in the next year and from 41% to 46% for

digital rectal examination.16 In an analysis of the contamination

issue in the PLCO study, it was found that only 38% of men had

no history of PSA use at year 0 in the control group.19 Moreover, at

year 5, only 21% of men in the ‘control’ group had never received a

PSA test compared to 9% in the screened group. Despite the fact

that the average number of PSA tests was almost twice as many in

the screened arm, 79% of men at 5 years had been screened in the

arm randomized not to be screened. In fact, only 13% of men

reported never having had a PSA or digital rectal examination test

in the ‘control unscreened’ group. With the knowledge of these

numbers, it is somewhat surprising to read under Methods in the

summary of the last PLCO publication ‘control usual care, which

sometimes included opportunistic screening’.15 It would seem that

the word ‘sometimes’ does not best describe the situation.

Table 1 Comparative characteristics of the randomized ERSPC, PLCO and Quebec studies

Number

in study

Date of start/end

enrolment

Contamination of

control group

PSA cutoff

(ng ml21)

Median

follow-up

Screening

interval

Controlled

diagnostic

procedure

Controlled

treatment

Diagnosed at

first visit

Effect on prostate

cancer deaths

Quebeca,b 46 486

45–80 years

Nov 1988–

Dec 1999

7.3%

(no prestudy

screening)

3.0 7.9 years 1 year Yes Yes 73% 62% reduction

(P,0.002)

ERSPCc,d 162 388

55–69 years

1991–2003 (24% in Rotterdam

cohortg,i)

3.0 11 years 4 years Yes No 74% 21% reduction

(P50.001)

29% after adjustment

for non-compliance

38% reduction during

years 10 and 11

(P50.003)

PLCOe,f 76 685

45–74 years

1993–2006 85%g

40%–52% during

study

145% prestudy

screening

4.0 10–13 years 1 year for

first 6

years

No No No global significant

effecte,f except

44%h and 27%

reduction in men

with no or minimal

comorbidity (64%

of the population)

(P50.03)f,h

a Labrie, Candas et al. (1999).11 bLabrie, Cusan et al. (2004).14 cSchroder, Hugosson et al. (2009).26 dSchroder, Hugosson et al. (2012).12 eAndriole, Grubb et al. (2009).16

fAndriole, Crawford et al. (2012).15 gPinsky, Blacka et al. (2010).19 hCrawford, Grubb et al. (2011).21 iKerkhof, Roobol et al. (2010).20
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Moreover, in the discussion of the last PLCO report,15 it seems

difficult to reconcile the extent of contamination mentioned above

with the following sentence: ‘the level of screening in the interven-

tion arm was substantially greater than in the control arm…’. The

authors admit the following in the discussion of the last PLCO

report:15 ‘the trial was evaluating the effect of adding an organized

component of annual screening to the opportunistic screening

already in place’. Since 45% and 52% of men had screening before

and during the trial, respectively, in the ‘control/usual care’ arm,

the PLCO trial is not a trial evaluating the effect of screening on

prostate cancer death since, as mentioned above,19 only 12% more

men had screening in the intervention arm. This was also clearly

stated by:12 ‘the study ultimately became one that compared orga-

nized screening with non organized screening and therefore does

not contribute to the evaluation of the effect of population-based

screening’.

With such a high rate of contamination, the PLCO study does not

have sufficient statistical power.22 Most importantly, in the PLCO

trial, 45.0% of all participants had been screened before entering in

the study.15 Accordingly, in the US trial, men who had a PSA test more

than three years before were included, thus introducing another very

strong limitation, namely the influence of previous screening on the

incidence of prostate cancer diagnosis.23,24 The finding of 97.2% stage

1 and 2 cancers in the screened arm and a similar 97.8% stage 1 and 2

cancers in the control arm16 clearly illustrates the influence of screen-

ing before start in the US study. The estimated 45% of men who had

relatively recent previous screening can reasonably explain why a low

percentage of advanced stage disease was found in the US study.15,16

As global consequence of the contamination of the ‘control’ arm

during the study and/or lack of efficacy of the screening arm and/or

effect of screening before entry into the study, the cumulative inci-

dence rates of prostate cancer were 108.4 and 97.1 per 10 000 person-

years (11.6% difference) between the intervention and ‘‘control’’ arms

in the PLCO study.15 In the European study, the rates were 96.6 and

59.5 per 10 000 person-years (62.4% difference), respectively, or a 5.4

times larger difference.

An important advantage of the Canadian study is that screening was

practically unknown in the 1980s. Consequently, contamination of the

control arm by screening (7.3%) was much lower than in the ERSPC

trial and even more so compared to the PLCO study which was both

started later when knowledge about the potential benefits of screening

had made screening popular in the general population. A weakness

attributed to the Quebec study is the 24% rate of acceptance to be

screened in the group randomized from the electoral list and invited to

be screened. One possibility is that the men invited for screening but

who refused screening could have been at a higher risk for prostate

cancer. The ‘as screened’ analysis has been performed on the popu-

lation of men who accepted screening. The possibility of a selection

bias was excluded by the observation that the death rate from prostate

cancer was not different among the men who did not accept to be

screened and the control group of men non invited for screening.14

PSA screening interval

Serum PSA used alone once a year became the basis of screening in

1991 in the Canadian trial.10,14 In the ERSPC study, after initial screen-

ing, screening was only offered every 4 years or once after 4 years.25 As a

result, after 11 years of follow-up, PSA testing had been done on

average only 2.27 times per man over the 11-year period, including

first screening for a median interval of 4.02 years between screenings12

(Table 1). With such a long interval between screenings, it is remarkable

that a 21% reduction in deaths from prostate cancer could be observed,

thus demonstrating the high efficacy of screening, even when performed

so intermittently at a clearly suboptimal rate. That screening every 4

years is not sufficiently frequent is clearly demonstrated in ERPSC by

the finding that a quarter of the deaths occurred among men with

cancers detected between screenings. Nearly 50% of deaths in the

screened group were among men with cancer detected during screening

of which, as mentioned earlier, 74% was at first round of screening for

an estimate of around 37% of the deaths resulting from a cancer diag-

nosed at first screening at entrance in the study. One quarter of deaths

occurred in unscreened men present in the screening group. The 4-year

interval between screenings in the PLCO study does miss a significant

proportion of detectable cancers. This is demonstrated by the obser-

vation that as many as 1755 cancers were diagnosed outside the screen-

ing protocol in the screening arm. In fact, 41% of the 4235 cancers

diagnosed in the screening arm were detected outside the study pro-

tocol, thus clearly showing the less than optimal efficacy of the ERSPC

screening strategy.26 In the PLCO study, on the other hand, annual

screening was limited to the first 6 years for PSA and to 4 years for

DRE in a group of men heavily contaminated by previous screening and

high screening in the control arm.

As strong support for the less than optimal screening regimen of the

European study, a detailed study on the impact of screening frequency has

shown that 78.1% of the prostate cancers have delayed diagnosis when

PSA screening is done at an interval of 4 years between screenings.23 In

order to avoid missing a significant number of cancers, PSA testing should

be done every year for men having serum PSA at or above 1.5 ng ml21.23

In fact, only men having a PSA below 1.0 ng ml21 can be screened every 4

years with no significant negative effect on time of diagnosis.

PSA cutoff values

Another difference between the three studies is the PSA cutoff value. A

cutoff value of 4.0 ng ml21 PSA was used in the US study, thus missing

cancers between 3.0 and 4.0 ng ml21 PSA.10,15. Both the European and

Canadian studies used a PSA cutoff value of 3.0 ng ml21.

DISCUSSION

With the limitations of the PLCO trial, it is difficult to admit that a

valid opinion about PSA screening could be based upon that study.2,27

In fact, as summarized above, due to the lack of statistical power

related to the high contamination rate by screening in the control

group as well as the high level of screening before the start of the

study,19,22 the PLCO lacks statistical power to reach any valid conclu-

sion.22 The PLCO can only say that the attempt to add screening to an

already highly screened population did not show positive results.

The argument of Miller, 2012 to rely on the US PLCO data because

‘it is more applicable to the situation in the United States’ is difficult to

understand. Since a high proportion of men were screened in the US at

time of starting the trial in 1993 and even more later, the possibility of

having a control unscreened group did not exist and the absence of a

difference between the groups was predictable. In addition, as indi-

cated by D’Amico,22 both the US PLCO screening trial15 and the

ERSPC trial12 had significant non attendance (15% and 17.4%,

respectively).

The above-mentioned multiple limitations of the PLCO study can

well explain why no difference was observed on global survival.15,16

While it was already too late to start a prostate cancer screening trial in

the United States in 1993 because of the high incidence of screening in

the general population (40%–52%),16 the more recent observation

that most men over the age of 50 years have had a PSA test28 clearly
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indicates that a valid clinical trial on prostate cancer screening is no

longer possible in the United States (and probably anywhere else) and

that one has to rely upon the trials already done (Canadian and

European studies) with the limitations which can retrospectively apply

to these two studies, but at a much lower level for the PLCO trial.

From the above-mentioned facts, it seems reasonable to indicate

that the PLCO study15,16 cannot be used to support the recommenda-

tions of the US Preventive Services Task Force, against screening for all

men over the age of 75 years27 as indicated in Andriole, Grubb et al.

(2009) and even less for all men.2 Opinions about screening should be

limited to conclusions derived from prospective and randomized cli-

nical trials having proper design and free of serious flaws and bias. On

the positive side, a throughout analysis of the available screening trials

can provide potentially valid explanations for the different results

obtained and minimize further ambiguity and help men and their

physicians to choose between screening and no screening.

On a practical note, we believe that the majority of men prefer to

know that they have prostate cancer in order to be able to make a well

informed decision about a situation which can easily lead to an irre-

versible risk of death under most painful conditions, and avoid going

back 30 years ago to the pre-PSA era when almost all prostate cancers

were diagnosed at the metastatic stage with no possibility of cure and

only 2–3 years of life of poor quality were left.5,29

It should be made clear that PSA alone is not a diagnostic test

demonstrating the presence of prostate cancer. It is simply a red light

indicating that the diagnosis of prostate cancer is a significant pos-

sibility which should be eliminated by other tests.10,24 In fact, PSA is

clearly the easiest, most widely available, most efficient, less invasive

and less costly technique among all the diagnostic procedures available

to diagnose and follow any type of cancer.

For the benefit of millions of men who can very efficiently be diag-

nosed at the localized stage by screening,24 the decision to be screened

should belong to each man well informed of the scientifically valid and

useful facts about screening and the biology of prostate cancer. In this

context, it is of comfort to realize that the American Urological

Association and organisations such as ‘Patient Advocates for

Advanced Cancer Treatments’ and US TOO support groups have been

recommending PSA screening for many years. It is a pleasure to see

that their advice and that of probably the majority of physicians has

been well followed by a large proportion of American men with the

consequence that a 35% decrease in deaths from prostate cancer has

been achieved between 1992 and 2007 in the United States. In a po-

sitive and well-informed environment, men can make an appropriate

choice about screening and successfully fight using more and more

acceptable and efficient treatments of a cancer which is still the second

cause of cancer death in the United States.1 It is of interest that a recent

study has attributed part of the benefits of a 19-month improvement

in median survival of prostate cancer patients from 30 months in a trial

conducted in the pre-PSA era (1985–1986) to 49 months (1995–2009)

(Thompson et al., J Urol, in press). In addition, patients in the last trial

had a 30% decreased risk of death. Most importantly, similar benefits

were observed in white and black men.

Since cure is impossible at the advanced metastatic stage of prostate

cancer, it must be clearly stated to the patient that the important

reduction of the death rate from prostate cancer observed during

the last 20 years must be due to early diagnosis requiring screening

coupled with an efficient treatment. All men should be in a position to

decide between the risk of potential overtreatment compared to the

definitive risk of death at a time when a large number of urologists and

other physicians have been working hard to develop and improve tools

for an early diagnosis and provide appropriate treatments which can

save a large number of lives. Since prostate cancer proliferates and

migrates at distant sites (advanced and non curable stage) without

specific signs or symptoms indicating cancer progression, it seems

logical to believe that being able to decide about treatment when the

possibility of a cure exists is a situation preferable to that of being

diagnosed late at the metastatic stage when treatment can only offer

a few additional months of life of poor quality. The best situation for

the patient seems to be well informed by his physician and the available

literature in order to be in a position to decide to be screened or not to

be screened.
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